


Welcome to SummerDoge!

Immerse yourself in our exclusive community 
that combines the thrill of cryptocurrency 
trading with the joy of summer relaxation.

Discover TrendingSwap - our pioneering
feature that empowers you with real-time, 
actionable insights into potential high-gain 

tokens.

This summer is set to be unforgettable!

Discover



Utility

Enter SummerDoge's TrendingSwap.

Imagine having a superpower that lets you 
spot high-potential tokens in the crypto 

market just in time.

TrendingSwap is here to end your days of 
always playing catch-up.Alright, you ready 

for this?

Let's break down the magic that is
TrendingSwap.



Utility

Fast-Track

This feature offers a unique edge by providing early access to tokens set to be listed on 
CoinMarketCap (CMC) and CG.

Our Fast-Track Listing feature offers a unique advantage by providing early access to 
tokens poised for listing on CoinMarketCap (CMC) and CG.

This advantage is made possible by leveraging advanced machine learning techniques and 
custom-built Python bots.

These bots interact with various APIs across different platforms, monitoring listing
activities in real-time. 

Meanwhile, our machine learning algorithms keep refining their detection capabilities to 
stay ahead of the curve. We further amplify our competitive edge through strategic rela-
tionships within the crypto ecosystem.
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Our Just-Trending feature grants you instant access to the latest trending tokens across 
premier platforms such as Dextools, Poocoin, Uniswap, and more.

Through the integration of API technology, our system is designed to continually scrape 
and analyze data from these platforms.

The moment a token begins trending, our Python bots pick up on this shift, immediately 
reflecting this change within TrendingSwap.

These real-time updates enable you to engage with trending tokens just moments after 
they surge in popularity.

This swift, data-driven response sets the stage for timely investment opportunities, po-
tentially at the inception of their rise.

Just-Trending
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Our Just-Listed feature serves as your gateway to the latest entrants in the crypto 
market.

Harnessing the capabilities of API integration and data analysis, it swiftly captures and 
presents tokens newly listed on high-traffic platforms like CoinMarketCap and Avedex.

With each new listing, our Python bots respond in real-time, quickly reflecting these addi-
tions within TrendingSwap in seconds.

This instantaneous update empowers you to tap into the potential of newly listed tokens 
just as they step into the market, allowing you to potentially benefit from initial market 
momentum.

Just-Listed 
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Price Movement
The Price Movement feature is designed to spotlight tokens exhibiting notable price
actions, helping you identify potential investment opportunities.

We use a combination of strategies to predict promising price movements.

This includes monitoring changes in trading volume, rate of price change, and price
volatility, as well as employing technical indicators such as Relative Strength Index (RSI) 
and Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD).

In doing so, our system seeks to identify tokens that might be about to make significant 
price moves, providing you with potential investment opportunities to maximize gains.



PHASE 1
SummerDoge Release

Marketing Push

Whitelist Presale

Launch

TrendingSwap Enhancement

Broaden Marketing Efforts

Staking

Further Exchange Listings

PHASE 2
Community Building

Partnership Development

TrendingSwap Release

First CEX Listing

PHASE 3 PHASE 4
Global Marketing Campaign

Community Events

Product Expansion

Merchandising

Roadmap



Total Supply: 4,000,000 

SUMDOGE

Burn: 400,000

Cex: 400,000

Staking: 400,000

Utilities: 400,000

Private: 280,701.75

Presale: 1,403,508.77

LP: 715,789.47

Tokenomics



Team


